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Abstract

Rationale: Several Western studies have reported that
participants with preserved ratio impaired spirometry (PRISm)
have higher risks of airflow limitation (AFL) and death. However,
evidence in East Asian populations is limited.

Objectives: To investigate the relationship between PRISm and
the risks of death and incident AFL in a Japanese population.

Methods: A total of 3,032 community-dwelling Japanese
participants aged >40 years were seen in follow-up for a median
of 5.3 years by annual spirometry examinations. Participants were
classified into lung function categories at baseline as follows:
normal spirometry (FEV1/FVC >0.70 and FEV1 >80% predicted),
PRISm (>0.70 and ,80%), AFL Global Initiative for Chronic
Obstructive Lung Disease 1 (,0.70 and >80%), and AFL Global
Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease 2–4 (,0.70 and
,80%). Hazard ratios (HRs) and their 95% confidence intervals
were computed using a Cox proportional hazards model.

Measurements and Main Results: During the follow-up
period, 131 participants died, 22 of whom died of cardiovascular
disease, and 218 participants developed AFL. When examining
the prognosis of each baseline lung function category,
participants with PRISm had higher risks of all-cause death
(HR, 2.20; 95% confidence interval, 1.35–3.59) and cardiovascular
death (HR, 4.07; 1.07–15.42) than those with normal spirometry
after adjusting for confounders. Moreover, the multivariable-
adjusted risk of incident AFL was greater in participants with
PRISm than in those with normal spirometry (HR, 2.48;
1.83–3.36).

Conclusions: PRISm was associated with higher risks
of all-cause and cardiovascular death and a greater
risk of the development of AFL in a Japanese
community.

Keywords: spirometry classification; spirometry statistics
and numerical data; spirometry mortality; lung disease
epidemiology

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) is a progressive, life-threatening
lung disease that can cause breathlessness,
acute exacerbations of symptoms with

worsening respiratory distress, and even
death. In fact, 3.2 million people died of
COPD in 2015 worldwide (1). Moreover, the
number of deaths, as well as the estimated

global prevalence of COPD, increased from
1990 to 2015, probably because of the aging
global population and population growth (1).
Therefore, COPD is a major global public
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health problem (1). Airflow limitation (AFL),
which is a spirometric hallmark of chronic
obstructive lung diseases such as COPD,
asthma, and bronchiectasis, is defined by
spirometry with a reduced FEV1 to FVC
ratio (2, 3). When FEV1 and FVC are
simultaneously decreased, the FEV1/FVC
will be normal in spite of potentially low lung
function. This pattern of spirometric
parameters is defined as preserved ratio
impaired spirometry (PRISm) (4). Patients
with PRISm do not meet the criteria for
COPD; these individuals are generally
classified as having a Global Initiative for

Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD)
unclassified or nonspecific pattern (5, 6) and
are often overlooked. Nonetheless, PRISm is
increasingly recognized to have a clinically
important role in prognosis (7–11). Several
population-based studies conducted in
Western populations have shown that
participants with PRISm have a higher
incidence of AFL and a higher risk of
mortality than those with normal lung
function (7, 9–11). As far as we know,
however, there have been no studies
examining the association of PRISm with
mortality in East Asians. Because lifestyle
factors such as obesity and smoking status
affect lung function, the prevalence of PRISm
and its influence on mortality and lung
function may differ between Asians and
Westerners, who have different rates of
obesity and smoking (12–19). Japanese
males, for example, have a lower prevalence
of obesity and a higher smoking rate than
their Western counterparts (20, 21). In
addition, average life expectancy and
frequencies of various causes of death have
been shown to differ between Japan and
several Western nations (22, 23). Therefore,
evaluating the relationship between PRISm
andmortality and its complications in the
general Japanese population as a subgroup of
East Asians may be useful to provide more
appropriate treatment opportunities.

The present study aimed to investigate the
relationship between PRISm and the risks of all-
cause and cause-specific death in a general
Japanese population.We also estimated the risk
of the development of AFL in participants with
PRISm in a Japanese community.

Methods

Study Population and Data
The present study was approved by the
Kyushu University Institutional Review
Board for Clinical Research. Since 1961, a
population-based prospective cohort study
has been conducted longitudinally to
investigate lifestyle-related diseases and their
risk factors in the town of Hisayama, Japan.
The age, nutrient intake, and occupational
distributions of residents in the town of
Hisayama are similar to those of Japan as a
whole, based on data from the national
census and nutrition survey (24–26). More
details of this cohort study have been
described elsewhere (26). As part of an
annual health examination, a survey of lung
function with spirometry was performed

from 2012 to 2013 as a baseline survey and
repeated annually until 2017. At baseline, a
total of 3,396 residents aged>40 years
(72.6% of the whole population in the town
of Hisayama in this age group) participated
in a health examination and underwent a
comprehensive health assessment. After 6
participants who refused to participate in the
epidemiological studies and 358 participants
without available spirometry data to evaluate
the lung function categories were excluded,
the remaining 3,032 participants (1,340 men
and 1,692 women) were enrolled in the
follow-up survey in the present study. For
analysis of the transition of lung function
categories for 5 years, 351 participants with
no available spirometry data during the
follow-up period were excluded. Thus, a total
of 2,681 (88.4% of the baseline population)
participants were included in the analysis of
the transition of lung function categories.
For an additional analysis of the
development of AFL, 431 participants who
already had AFL at the baseline survey were
further excluded. Finally, a total of 2,250
participants (89.7% of the population with
normal spirometry or PRISm at baseline;
917 men and 1,333 women) were included
in the analysis of the development of AFL
(see Figure E1 in the online supplement).

Definitions of PRISm and AFL
At the baseline survey, a prebronchodilator
spirometry examination was performed
following the guidelines of the Japanese
Respiratory Society (27). Two to four
measurements were taken using a
CHESTGRAPHHI-105 electronic
spirometer (Chest MI) to obtain appropriate
flow–volume loops. FEV1, FVC, and
FEV1/FVC were obtained from the visually
finest loop having the highest sum of FEV1

and FVC as assessed by pulmonary
physicians. Predicted FEV1 and FVCwere
calculated using reference equations for the
Japanese population with the age, sex, and
height that were reported by the Clinical
Pulmonary Functions Committee of the
Japanese Respiratory Society in 2014 (28).
The lung function categories were defined
according to the modified criteria of GOLD
and the previous reports (2, 7) as follows:
normal spirometry (FEV1/FVC>0.70 and
FEV1>80% predicted), PRISm (FEV1/FVC
>0.70 and FEV1,80% predicted), AFL
GOLD 1 (FEV1/FVC,0.70 and FEV1

>80% predicted), and AFL GOLD 2–4
(FEV1/FVC,0.70 and FEV1,80%
predicted).

At a Glance Commentary

Scientific Knowledge on the
Subject: The preserved ratio
impaired spirometry (PRISm)
functional pattern is a heterogeneous
condition with simultaneous declines
in FEV1 and FVC and is generally
categorized into either restrictive or
normal lung function. PRISm has
been associated with a higher
incidence of chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease and an increased
risk of mortality, especially
cardiovascular disease mortality, in
Western populations. However, the
relationship between PRISm and the
risks of mortality and incidence of
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
among East Asian populations, who
have lifestyles and body types different
from those of Western populations,
has not been fully understood.

What This Study Adds to the
Field: This is the first longitudinal
study examining the association of
PRISm with the risk for all-cause and
cause-specific mortality and lung
spirometry function in a Japanese
population as a subgroup of East
Asians. We confirmed that Japanese
participants with PRISm had increased
risks of all-cause and cardiovascular
death and a higher incidence of airflow
limitation. These results support the
recent studies showing that PRISm is
an important clinical condition or a
subtype of spirometry categories related
to the risks of mortality and lung
dysfunction in not only Westerners but
also Japanese individuals.
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Follow-Up Survey
For the mortality analysis, all participants
were seen in follow-up for a median of 5.3
years from the date of comprehensive
assessment at baseline to November 2017.
When a participant died, all the medical
information related to his or her death,
including the cause of death, was collected
from the physician records, and the death
certificate was obtained. An autopsy was
performed at the Department of Pathology of
Kyushu University if consent for autopsy was
obtained. No participants were lost to
follow-up.

For analysis of the transition of lung
function categories and for analysis of the
development of AFL, prebronchodilator
spirometry examinations were repeated at
the annual health examination throughout
the follow-up period until 2017 in the same
way as at the baseline survey. Participants
who had at least one follow-up spirometry
examination were classified into the
following eight categories generated on the
basis of transition of lung function patterns
using the data from baseline and the follow-
up period as in a previous study (29):

1. Consistent normal (normal
spirometry at baseline and all
participated follow-up surveys)

2. Incident PRISm (normal spirometry at
baseline and PRISm in at least one of
the follow-up surveys, plus never AFL)

3. Incident AFL (normal spirometry or
PRISm at baseline and AFL in at least
one of the follow-up surveys)

4. Inconsistent PRISm (PRISm at
baseline and in,50% of the follow-
up surveys, plus never AFL)

5. Recurrent PRISm (PRISm at baseline
and in at least 50% of the follow-up
surveys, plus never AFL)

6. Inconsistent AFL without PRISm
(AFL at baseline and in,50% of the
follow-up surveys, plus never PRISm)

7. Inconsistent AFL with PRISm (AFL at
baseline and in,50% of the follow-
up surveys, plus PRISm)

8. Recurrent AFL (AFL at baseline and in
at least 50% of the follow-up surveys)

Among the total of 2,681 participants
entered into the analysis of the transition
of lung function categories, 2,379
participants (88.7%) underwent
spirometry examination more than twice
during the follow-up period. The median

number of spirometry examinations
during the follow-up period was 4 per
participant (interquartile range, 3–4).

For the analysis of the development of
AFL, the onset of AFL was determined as
presenting with an FEV1/FVC of,0.70 for
the first time during the follow-up period. As
an alternative outcome measure, the annual
change rate in FEV1/FVC for each number
of visits was calculated as follows: annual
change rate in FEV1/FVC (%) = (FEV1/FVC
at each follow-up time point [%])2 FEV1/
FVC at baseline [%])/follow-up duration at
each time point (years).

Clinical Evaluation and Laboratory
Measurements
Participants completed a self-administered
questionnaire including smoking status
(never, former, and current), cumulative
consumption of cigarettes, alcohol intake,
physical activity, history of cancer, treatment
with bronchodilators, inhaled corticosteroids
(ICSs), antihypertensive agents, glucose-
lowering agents (including insulin therapy),
and lipid-modifying agents. The
questionnaire was checked by trained
interviewers. Pack-years were defined as
years of smoking multiplied by the daily
number of smoked cigarettes divided by 20.
The medication information was collected
from the drug dispensing data and checked
by the pharmacists and/or physicians to
confirm the contents. Bronchodilators were
defined as short- or long-acting b2-agonists
or muscarinic antagonists, or xanthine. ICS
was defined as any ICS, such as fluticasone
propionate, mometasone furoate,
ciclesonide, or budesonide. Alcohol drinking
was defined as current or not. A regular
exercise group was defined as participants
engaging in sports or other forms of exertion
at least three times per week during their
leisure time. Body height and weight were
measured in light clothing without shoes.
Body mass index (BMI) was calculated as
weight in kilograms divided by height in
meters squared. Blood pressure was
measured three times using an automated
sphygmomanometer (BP-203 RVIIIB,
Omron Healthcare) in a sitting position after
rest for at least 5 minutes, and the average
values were used in the analyses.
Hypertension was defined as a systolic blood
pressure>140 mmHg, diastolic blood
pressure>90 mmHg, or current treatment
with antihypertensive agents. Diabetes
mellitus was defined as fasting plasma

glucose levels>7.0 mmol/L, 2-hour postload
or casual glucose levels>11.1 mmol/L, or
treatment with current oral antidiabetic
drugs or insulin. Serum total and high-
density lipoprotein cholesterol levels were
determined enzymatically. Dyslipidemia was
defined as total serum cholesterol levels
>5.7 mmol/L, serum high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol,1.03 mmol/L, or
current treatment with lipid-modifying
agents. Serum creatinine concentrations were
measured using an enzymatic method, and
the estimated glomerular filtration rate was
calculated using the Japanese coefficient-
modified Chronic Kidney Disease
Epidemiology Collaboration equation (30).
Kidney dysfunction was defined as
estimated glomerular filtration rate
,60 mL/min/1.73 m2. Electrocardiogram
abnormalities were defined as left ventricular
hypertrophy (Minnesota Code 3-1), ST
depression (4-1,2, 3), or atrial fibrillation (8-
3). SerumN-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic
peptide (NT-proBNP) levels were measured
using an Elecsys proBNP Immunoassay
(Roche Diagnostics). History of
cardiovascular disease was defined as any
previous events of stroke or coronary artery
disease, which was adjudicated on the basis
of physical examinations and a review of all
available clinical information, including
medical records and imaging. Cause-specific
death was assessed using all available medical
information, including autopsy findings, and
reviewed by several physicians and then
coded according to the International
Statistical Classification of Diseases and
Related Health Problems, 10th Revision
(ICD-10). Causes of death were classified
into the following categories: cardiovascular
disease death (ICD-10 codes I00–I99), cancer
death (ICD-10 codes C00–C97), or
respiratory disease death (ICD-10 codes
J00–J99).

Statistical Analysis
At baseline, the means of continuous
variables and the frequencies of categorical
variables were compared for each of the four
lung function categories using the Dunnett
test and logistic regression analysis,
respectively, with normal spirometry as the
reference. SerumNT-proBNP and smoking
pack-years were determined as the median
and interquartile range from the baseline
characteristics of the population. However,
for the statistical analysis, NT-proBNP values
were log-transformed because their
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distribution was skewed. Pack-years were
compared for each lung function category
with theWilcoxon rank-sum test. The
cumulative survival rates for all-cause death
were calculated according to spirometry
categories by the Kaplan-Meier method and
compared using a log-rank test with
Dunnett’s two-tailed comparisons of normal
spirometry for each lung function category at
baseline. The Cox proportional hazards
model was used to estimate the hazard ratios
(HRs) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs)
for all-cause death, cardiovascular disease
death, cancer death, and respiratory disease
death. In the multivariable-adjusted analysis,
the risk estimates were adjusted for potential
confounding factors at baseline as follows:
model 1, adjusted for 10-year age groups
(multiple categorical variables), sex, current
smoking, pack-years, and BMI; model 2,
adjusted for the covariates included in model
1 plus hypertension, diabetes, dyslipidemia,
electrocardiogram abnormalities, history of
cardiovascular disease, history of cancer,
current drinking, and regular exercise. As a
sensitivity analysis, we used the lower limit of
normal (LLN) thresholds of FEV1/FVC, in
which FEV1/FVC lower than LLN was used
for the definition of AFL with the Japanese
reference equations (28, 31). We also
performed analyses that were restricted to
nonusers of bronchodilators, nonusers of
ICSs, participants with NT-proBNP,300
pg/ml, or participants without kidney
dysfunction. The heterogeneity by age and
sex in the risk of all-cause death of
participants with PRISm at baseline against
those with normal spirometry at baseline was
tested by adding a multiplicative interaction
term to the relevant Cox model, including all
the above-mentioned confounding factors.
This analysis was performed by excluding
523 participants with AFL GOLD 1–4 at
baseline, because we were interested only in
the heterogeneity of mortality between the
normal spirometry and the PRISm at
baseline.

For the analysis of the development of
AFL, the Cox proportional hazards model
was used to estimate the HRs for PRISm
against normal spirometry at baseline. In the
multivariable-adjusted analysis, the risk
estimates were adjusted for potential
confounding factors at baseline as follows:
model 1, adjusted for 10-year age groups, sex,
current smoking, pack-years; model 2,
adjusted for the covariates included in model
1 plus BMI, hypertension, diabetes,
dyslipidemia, current drinking, regular

exercise, and FEV1/FVC at baseline. For
sensitivity analyses, we also performed an
analysis using the LLN threshold of FEV1/
FVC in which FEV1/FVC lower than LLN
was used to define AFL; the onset of AFL was
determined as the first time that FEV1/FVC
of,0.70 was observed two or more times in
spirometry examinations during the follow-
up period, and a competing risk analysis was
performed using the method proposed by
Fine and Gray, in which all-cause death was
treated as a competing event (32). We also
performed analyses restricted to nonusers of
bronchodilators, nonusers of ICSs,
participants with NT-proBNP,300 pg/ml,
or participants without kidney dysfunction.
The annual change rate in FEV1/FVC over
time was evaluated by using a general linear
mixed model with a random slope, including
the aforementioned covariates and the
interaction term between the baseline
spirometry categories (normal spirometry vs.
PRISm) and the number of visit years during
the follow-up period.

The SAS software package version
9.4 (SAS Institute) was used to perform all
statistical analyses. Two-sided values of
P, 0.05 were considered statistically
significant in all analyses.

Results

Prevalence and Characteristics of
Each Lung Function Category at
Baseline for Mortality Analysis
First, to evaluate the association between
each lung function category andmortality,
358 participants without available spirometry
data at baseline were excluded (Figure E1).
Those excluded participants at baseline had
older age and more comorbidities and used a
bronchodilator more frequently than the
participants included in the mortality
analysis (Table E1). Among the remaining
3,032 participants, the crude prevalence rates
of PRISm, AFL GOLD 1, and AFL GOLD
2–4 were 9.9% (n=301), 7.1% (n=216), and
10.1% (n=307), respectively. The baseline
characteristics of the participants according
to the lung function categories are shown in
Table 1. The participants with PRISm, AFL
GOLD 1, and AFL GOLD 2–4 were
significantly older and had greater pack-years
than those with normal spirometry. The
frequencies of hypertension, antihypertensive
agents, diabetes, kidney dysfunction, and
history of cardiovascular disease were
higher in the participants with PRISm,

AFL GOLD 1, and AFL GOLD 2–4 than in
those with normal spirometry. The
participants with PRISm were more likely to
have higher BMI, dyslipidemia, and
electrocardiogram abnormalities and more
likely to be using a lipid-lowering drug than
those with normal spirometry.

Mortality by Baseline Lung
Function Category
During the follow-up period, a total of 131
(4.3%) participants died. The crude
cumulative survival rate was significantly
lower in participants with PRISm, AFL
GOLD 1, and AFL GOLD 2–4 as compared
with participants with normal spirometry
(Figure 1). The age- and sex-adjusted HRs
for all-cause death were significantly higher
in participants with PRISm and AFL GOLD
2–4 than in those with normal spirometry
(both P, 0.01) (Table 2). These associations
remained significant after additional
adjustment for current smoking, pack-years,
and BMI (model 1, HR, 2.20 [95% CI,
1.35–3.59] for PRISm; HR, 1.71 [95% CI,
1.09–2.68] for AFL GOLD 2–4) and after
adjustment for other risk factors in addition
to those in model 1 (model 2, HR, 2.00 [95%
CI, 1.22–3.30] for PRISm; HR, 1.60 [95% CI,
1.02–2.53] for AFL GOLD 2–4).

Next, we performed sensitivity analyses
to examine the association between each
baseline lung function category and all-cause
death using the criterion of LLN threshold
for determining AFL (Table E2). Regardless
of the criterion used, we observed significant
associations of PRISm and AFL GOLD 2–4
with all-cause death. In addition, we
conducted the analyses by using never
smoker, past smoker, and current smoker
instead of current smoker and pack-years for
smoking status as adjustment factors, or by
using age and age-squared instead of 10-year
age groups as covariates. As a consequence,
similarly significant associations were
observed in these analyses (Tables E3 and
E4). When we performed additional
sensitivity analyses among various subgroups
of participants (i.e., nonusers of
bronchodilators, nonusers of ICSs,
participants with serumNT-proBNP levels
,300 pg/ml, and participants without kidney
dysfunction), the findings were also
substantially unchanged (Table E5). In the
subgroup analyses of age and sex among
2,509 participants after excluding 523
participants with AFL GOLD 1–4, there was
no evidence of heterogeneity in the
multivariable-adjusted risk of all-cause death
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of participants with PRISm against those
with normal spirometry: HR of 3.07 (95% CI,
0.94–10.07) for ages 40–64 years versus HR
of 1.86 (95% CI, 1.05–3.30) for age>65 years
and HR of 2.18 (95% CI, 1.15–4.11) for men
versus HR of 1.68 (95% CI, 0.68–4.18) for
women (both P values for heterogeneity
.0.49).

We also examined the associations of
each baseline lung function category with
cause-specific death. The number and

frequencies of cause of death in each baseline
lung function category are shown in Table
E6. The participants with PRISm and AFL
GOLD 2–4 had significantly greater risks of
cardiovascular death than those with normal
spirometry in model 1, but the increased risk
of cardiovascular death in participants with
PRISm did not reach the statistically
significant level in model 2 (Table 2). There
was no significant association of PRISm, AFL
GOLD 1, or AFL GOLD 2–4 with the risk of

cancer death or respiratory disease death.
When we used the criterion of threshold for
determining AFL, the findings were not
substantially changed.

Transition of Lung Function
Categories
To evaluate the transition of lung function
categories, 351 participants who did not
attend spirometry examinations during the
follow-up period were excluded (Figure E1).

Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of Participants, According to Baseline Lung Function Categories

Lung Function Categories

Characteristics Normal Spirometry PRISm AFL GOLD 1 AFL GOLD 2–4
(n=2,208) (n= 301) (n=216) (n=307)

Age, yr 61.2 (11.9) 65.0 (11.6)* 69.9 (10.1)* 69.2 (11.9)*
Men, % 41.2 41.5 53.7* 61.6*
Height, cm 158.5 (9.4) 156.4 (9.4)* 157.2 (8.6) 158.4 (9.2)
BMI, kg/m2 23.2 (3.4) 24.1 (4.0)* 22.4 (2.9)* 22.9 (3.6)
>25.0 kg/m2, % 26.4 39.9* 17.6* 22.5
,18.5 kg/m2, % 6.7 6.6 7.4 9.4

Hypertension, % 47.7 66.4* 60.2* 60.9*
Systolic blood pressure, mm Hg 129 (19) 134 (19)* 131 (17) 133 (19)*
Diastolic blood pressure, mm Hg 77 (11) 77 (12) 76 (10) 77 (11)
Antihypertensive agents, % 32.2 48.5* 47.2* 46.3*

Dyslipidemia, % 52.5 62.8* 49.5 50.2
Serum total cholesterol, mmol/L 5.28 (0.93) 5.23 (1.02) 5.13 (0.93) 5.02 (0.93)*
Serum HDL cholesterol, mmol/L 1.69 (0.44) 1.62 (0.42)* 1.69 (0.44) 1.59 (0.47)*
Lipid-modifying agents, % 21.1 31.9* 25.0 27.0

Diabetes mellitus, % 15.0 28.2* 21.3* 24.1*
Hemoglobin A1c, % 5.7 (0.7) 6.0 (0.9)* 5.7 (0.5) 5.8 (0.6)
Glucose-lowering agents, % 8.1 17.6* 9.7 10.7

Kidney dysfunction, % 13.3 20.9* 27.8* 25.4*
eGFR, ml/min/1.73 m2 73.3 (12.6) 70.2 (14.9)* 66.3 (12.6)* 66.7 (14.4)*
ECG abnormalities, % 10.3 16.3* 13.4 19.9*
History of cardiovascular disease, % 4.0 10.6* 9.3* 8.8*
History of cancer, % 7.9 7.6 12.5 13.7*
Smoking status
Current, % 15.1 16.9 20.8 23.5*
Former, % 26.0 25.6 31.5 42.0*
Never, % 58.8 57.5 47.7* 34.5*
Pack-years† 25 (14–41) 36 (20–46)* 38 (23–52)* 39 (22–54)*

Current drinking, % 51.4 45.5 51.4 46.9
Regular exercise, % 14.6 15.6 21.3 13.4
Bronchodilators, % 0.8 1.3 6.5* 14.3*
Inhaled corticosteroids, % 0.5 1.3 3.7* 11.7*
Serum NT-proBNP >300 pg/ml, % 3.3 7.6* 6.5* 10.1*
Serum NT-proBNP, pg/ml‡ 45 (27–80) 59 (32–121)* 66 (40–116)* 69 (36–138)*
FEV1, L 2.40 (0.63) 1.71 (0.45)* 2.08 (0.45)* 1.55 (0.45)*
FEV1/FVC, % 78.0 (4.7) 75.6 (4.4)* 66.4 (3.1)* 61.2 (7.8)*
FEV1 % predicted, % 97.3 (10.5) 72.9 (7.2)* 90.4 (8.3)* 64.7 (12.3)*
FVC, L 3.08 (0.79) 2.26 (0.60)* 3.13 (0.68) 2.53 (0.68)*
FVC % predicted, % 99.1 (10.7) 76.2 (8.8)* 106.1 (9.6)* 82.5 (12.7)*

Definition of abbreviations: AFL=airflow limitation; BMI=body mass index; ECG=electrocardiogram; eGFR=estimated glomerular filtration rate;
GOLD=Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease; HDL=high-density lipoprotein; NT-proBNP=N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic
peptide; PRISm=preserved ratio impaired spirometry.
Data are presented as the mean values (standard deviation) or percentages. Numbers of participants with missing data were as follows: 2 for
serum HDL cholesterol, 1 for hemoglobin A1c, 4 for ECG abnormalities, 11 for pack-years, 1 for regular exercise, 1 for bronchodilators, 1 for
inhaled corticosteroids, 3 for serum NT-proBNP and serum NT-proBNP >300 pg/ml.
*P, 0.05 versus normal spirometry at baseline with Dunnett’s test.
†The values are shown as median values (interquartile range) of pack-years calculated in only current or former smokers.
‡The values are shown as median values (interquartile range) of serum NT-proBNP.
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These excluded participants had older age,
more comorbidities, and a greater frequency
of bronchodilator users than the included
participants in the analysis of transition
spirometry categories (Table E7). Data on the
remaining 2,681 participants were used to

assess the transition of lung function
categories. Among 1,999 participants with
normal spirometry at baseline, 247 (12.4%)
participants developed PRISm, and 155
(7.8%) developed AFL. Of the 251
participants with PRISm at baseline, 39

(15.5%) had an inconsistent PRISm pattern,
149 (59.4%) had a recurrent PRISm pattern,
and 63 (25.1%) developed AFL (Figure 2).
With regard to the development of AFL, 77
(49.7%) of 155 participants from the normal
spirometry at baseline group and 38 (60.3%)
of 63 participants from the PRISm at baseline
group continued to exhibit AFL in at least
50% of the follow-up surveys.

Cumulative Incidence of AFL
Next, we estimated the risk of the
development of AFL in participants with
PRISm at baseline against participants with
normal spirometry at baseline among 2,250
participants without AFL at baseline who
underwent spirometry at least once during
the follow-up period. Baseline
characteristics of these participants are
shown in Table E8. Among them, 218
participants developed AFL over 5 years:
7.8% (n=155) of participants with normal
spirometry and 25.1% (n=63) of
participants with PRISm developed AFL.
The age- and sex-adjusted HRs for the
development of AFL increased significantly
in the participants with PRISm compared
with those with normal spirometry (HR,
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Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier plot of mortality by baseline lung function categories. *P,0.05 versus
normal spirometry. AFL=airflow limitation; GOLD=Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive
Lung Disease; PRISm=preserved ratio impaired spirometry.

Table 2. Hazard Ratios and Their 95% Confidence Intervals for Mortality, According to Baseline Lung Function Categories

Lung Function
Categories

No. of Deaths/
Participants

Crude
Incidence

Rate (per 103

Person-Years)

Hazard Ratio (95% CI)

Age- and Sex-adjusted Model 1 Model 2

All-cause death
Normal spirometry 60/2,208 5.2 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference)
PRISm 23/301 15.0 2.30 (1.42 to 3.72)* 2.20 (1.35 to 3.59)* 2.00 (1.22 to 3.30)*
AFL GOLD 1 13/216 11.7 1.05 (0.57 to 1.94) 1.02 (0.55 to 1.87) 1.01 (0.55 to 1.87)
AFL GOLD 2–4 35/307 22.8 1.88 (1.21 to 2.93)* 1.71 (1.09 to 2.68)* 1.60 (1.02 to 2.53)*

Cardiovascular death
Normal spirometry 5/2,208 0.4 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference)
PRISm 4/301 2.6 4.72 (1.27 to 17.60)* 4.07 (1.07 to 15.42)* 3.20 (0.84 to 12.27)
AFL GOLD 1 3/216 2.7 2.93 (0.68 to 12.51) 2.92 (0.68 to 12.50) 2.63 (0.61 to 11.35)
AFL GOLD 2–4 10/307 6.5 6.60 (2.13 to 20.47)* 6.02 (1.90 to 19.04)* 4.58 (1.43 to 14.65)*

Cancer death
Normal spirometry 37/2,208 3.2 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference)
PRISm 8/301 5.2 1.30 (0.60 to 2.80) 1.13 (0.52 to 2.45) 1.12 (0.51 to 2.48)
AFL GOLD 1 7/216 6.3 0.97 (0.43 to 2.20) 0.95 (0.42 to 2.18) 0.99 (0.43 to 2.26)
AFL GOLD 2–4 15/307 9.8 1.39 (0.74 to 2.61) 1.27 (0.67 to 2.41) 1.20 (0.63 to 2.31)

Respiratory disease death
Normal spirometry 5/2,208 0.4 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference)
PRISm 2/301 1.3 2.18 (0.42 to 11.26) 4.26 (0.74 to 24.37) 3.39 (0.53 to 21.52)
AFL GOLD 1 0/216 0 — — —
AFL GOLD 2–4 3/307 2.0 1.23 (0.28 to 5.48) 1.03 (0.23 to 4.66) 0.85 (0.17 to 4.12)

Definition of abbreviations: AFL=airflow limitation; CI = confidence interval; GOLD=Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease;
PRISm=preserved ratio impaired spirometry.
Model 1 was adjusted for age, sex, current smoking, smoking pack-years, and body mass index. Model 2 was adjusted for the covariates in
model 1 plus hypertension, diabetes mellitus, dyslipidemia, electrocardiogram abnormalities, history of cardiovascular diseases, history of
cancer, current drinking, and regular exercise.
*P, 0.05 versus normal spirometry at baseline.
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3.33 [95% CI, 2.48–4.47]; P, 0.001)
(Table 3). This association remained
significant after adjustment for age, sex,
current smoking, and pack-years (model 1,
HR, 3.15 [95% CI, 2.34–4.24]) and for other
risk factors in addition to those in model 1
(model 2, HR, 2.48 [95% CI, 1.83–3.36]).
We also performed sensitivity analyses
using the LLN threshold of FEV1/FVC as
the criterion for AFL, using AFL onset
defined as the first time that FEV1/FVC of
,0.70 was observed two or more times
on spirometry examinations during the

follow-up period and using the competing
risk analysis with the method proposed by
Fine and Gray in addition to sensitivity
analyses among several subgroups of
participants, namely nonusers of
bronchodilators, nonusers of ICSs,
participants with serum NT-proBNP ,300
pg/ml, and participants without kidney
dysfunction (Table E9). Finally, we
evaluated the annual rate of decline in
FEV1/FVC across the entire follow-up
period between the participants with
normal spirometry and those with PRISm

at baseline. Participants with PRISm had a
significantly greater annual decline rate than
those with normal spirometry after
adjustment for the potential risk factors
(20.09 [95% CI, 20.16 to 20.03] for
normal spirometry; 20.45 [95% CI, 20.64
to 20.26] for PRISm; P, 0.001).

Combined Influence of PRISm
and Smoking Status on the
Risk of All-Cause Death and the
Development of AFL
Last, we examined the combined influence
of smoking and PRISm on the risk of all-
cause death and the development of AFL
(Figure 3).We divided participants without
AFL at baseline into four groups according to
their smoking status (current smoker vs.
never or former smoker) and baseline lung
function category (PRISm vs. normal
spirometry). Compared with the reference
group of never or former smokers with
normal spirometry, the participants who had
both PRISm and a current smoking habit
showed a significant increase in the risk of all-
cause death (HR, 4.76 [95% CI, 1.77–12.78]).
The combination of PRISm and current
smoking tended to synergistically increase
all-cause deathmortality (P for
interaction=0.05) (Figure 3A). In the
analyses for the development of AFL, we
found that the risk of AFLwas significantly
increased in participants with PRISm, a
current smoking habit, or both, although
there was no evidence of significant
interaction (P for interaction=0.34)
(Figure 3B).We also performed a sensitivity
analysis by defining the reference group as
never smokers with normal spirometry
(Figure E2). The results showed that
participants with PRISmhad a significantly
increased risk of all-cause death and the
development of AFL, not only in the smoker
group but also in the nonsmoker group.

Baseline Follow-up period

Normal spirometry
(n = 1,999)

PRISm
(n = 251)

AFL
(n = 431)

Consistent normal
(n = 1,597 [79.9%])

Incident PRISm
(n = 247 [12.4%])

Incident AFL
(n = 155 [n = 7.8%])

Inconsistent PRISm
(n = 39 [15.5%])

Recurrent PRISm
(n = 149 [59.4%])

Incident AFL
(n = 63 [25.1%])

Inconsistent AFL without PRISm
(n = 65 [15.1%])

Inconsistent AFL with PRISm
(n = 35 [8.1%])

Recurrent AFL
(n = 331 [76.8%])

Figure 2. Transition of lung function categories from baseline to the follow-up period.
AFL=airflow limitation; PRISm=preserved ratio impaired spirometry.

Table 3. Hazard Ratios and Their 95% Confidence Intervals for Development of Airflow Limitation with Global Initiative for
Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease Criteria in Participants with Preserved Ratio Impaired Spirometry against Those with Normal
Spirometry at Baseline

Lung Function Categories No. of Events/Participants

Hazard Ratio (95%CI)

Age- and Sex-adjusted Model 1 Model 2

Normal spirometry 155/1,999 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference)
PRISm 63/251 3.33 (2.48 to 4.47)* 3.15 (2.34 to 4.24)* 2.48 (1.83 to 3.36)*

Definition of abbreviations: CI = confidence interval; PRISm=preserved ratio impaired spirometry.
Model 1 was adjusted for age, sex, current smoking, and pack-years. Model 2 was adjusted for the covariates in model 1 plus body mass
index, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, dyslipidemia, current drinking, regular exercise, and FEV1 as a percentage of FVC at baseline.
*P, 0.05 versus normal spirometry at baseline.
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Discussion

The present study demonstrated that each of
PRISm and AFL GOLD 2–4 was significantly
associated with an increased risk of all-cause
and cardiovascular death in a general
Japanese population. The risk of all-cause
death was doubled and the risk of
cardiovascular death was tripled in
participants with PRISm compared with
those with normal spirometry. In addition,
participants with PRISm had an
approximately 2.5 times higher risk of
developing AFL and a greater annual decline
rate in FEV1/FVC than those with normal
spirometry. The magnitudes of the
association of PRISm with increased risks of
all-cause death and the development of AFL
tended to be stronger in participants with a
current smoking habit than in those who
were never or former smokers. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first study
addressing the risks of mortality in
participants with PRISm in an East Asian
population.

In the present study, the prevalence of
PRISm was approximately 10%, and the
5-year incidence rate of AFL in participants
with PRISm was approximately 25%, and
these rates were consistent with the findings
of previous studies inWestern populations
(7, 9–11). In addition, two population-based
studies (7, 11) and one hospital-based study
of former and current smokers (9), which
were conducted inWestern populations,
reported that the participants with PRISm
had a two times greater risk of all-cause
death and a three times higher risk of
cardiovascular death than those with normal
lung function. In the previous population-
based study in aWestern population, the risk
for all-cause death and cardiovascular death
in participants with PRISm was shown to be
almost comparable to that of participants
with AFL GOLD 2–4 (7). These findings are
similar to ours. These results of the present
study highlight the clinical importance of
identifying participants with PRISm in
Japanese populations as well asWestern
populations. On the one hand,Wan and

colleagues also reported a significant
association between PRISm and respiratory
mortality (11). On the other hand, in the
present study, the crude incidence rate of
respiratory death on PRISm or AFL showed
an upward trend, but the HRs for respiratory
death in participants with PRISm or AFL did
not reach a statistically significant level. This
may be due to the lowmortality rate from
respiratory disease and the short follow-up
period in the present study as compared with
the previous study, which resulted in
insufficient statistical power. Further
investigation in other populations and
settings will be needed to evaluate the
association between PRISm and respiratory
death.

The exact mechanism underlying the
association between PRISm and death has
not been fully elucidated, but fluid shifts or
cardiomegaly in heart failure or kidney
dysfunction or their accumulations may
affect lung function via a reduction of FVC
(33, 34). In the present study, however, the
proportion of participants with high
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Figure 3. The combined influence of PRISm at baseline and current smoking on (A) the risk of all-cause death and (B) the development of
airflow limitation. The hazard ratio of all-cause death (A) was estimated in 2,509 participants without airflow limitation at baseline and adjusted
for age, sex, smoking pack-years, body mass index, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, dyslipidemia, electrocardiogram abnormalities, history of
cardiovascular disease, history of cancer, alcohol intake, and regular exercise. The hazard ratio of the development of airflow limitation (B) was
estimated in 2,250 participants with normal spirometry or PRISm at baseline and adjusted for age, sex, smoking pack-years, body mass index,
hypertension, diabetes mellitus, dyslipidemia, current drinking, regular exercise, and FEV1 as a percentage of FVC at baseline. *P, 0.05 and
†P, 0.20 versus the reference group (never or former smokers and participants with normal spirometry at baseline). AFL=airflow limitation;
PRISm=preserved ratio impaired spirometry.
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(>300 pg/ml) serumNT-proBNP levels or
kidney dysfunction was not extremely high
among participants with PRISm at baseline
(Table 1), and the excess mortality risks in
participants with PRISm at baseline were still
observed after excluding the participants
with serumNT-proBNP>300 pg/ml or
kidney dysfunction (Table E5). As other
possible mechanisms, age-related changes
and pulmonary diseases such as interstitial
pneumonia, which are likely to reduce FVC,
may contribute to the excess risk of death in
participants with PRISm (4, 9). In addition,
there is a possibility that PRISm is an
indicator of the accumulation of
cardiovascular risk factors. In support of this
idea, several studies have reported an
association between PRISm and obesity or
metabolic syndrome, which are
acknowledged to be associated with
increased risks of cardiovascular disease and
death (4, 7, 9, 35). Abdominal obesity might
contribute to a reduction in FVC through the
mechanical effects of adipose tissue on the
diaphragm and the reduction of chest wall
compliance, which may lead to a
predisposition to PRISm (36, 37). Further
studies are needed to elucidate the
mechanism by which PRISm leads to worse
prognosis.

Smoking has been recognized to cause
bronchial and systemic chronic
inflammation, which may exacerbate
impaired lung function, promote target
organ damage, and increase mortality risk
(38–41). Notably, the present study found
that a smoking habit steeply increased the
risk of all-cause death and the development
of AFL in participants with PRISm. This
finding suggests that smoking cessation is
important to reduce the risk of death and the
development of AFL in participants with
PRISm. On the other hand, the frequency of
ever smokers among participants with
PRISm in the present study was relatively
lower than that in a previousWestern study
(7). It is unclear to what extent differences in
the frequency of ever smokers affected the
results of the study, but our finding of an
excess risk of all-cause mortality and
development of AFL among PRISm

participants may be somewhat conservative.
The influence of smoking on mortality in
participants with PRISm should be validated
in other populations.

Strengths and Limitations
The strengths of our study include the
complete follow-up of participants for the
mortality analysis, the accurate diagnosis of
cause of death based on the available clinical
information and autopsy findings, and the
high number of follow-up spirometry
examinations in a relatively short period of
time. Several limitations should also be
noted. First, our findings were based on the
measurement of spirometry without a
bronchodilator for the assessment of lung
function, likely leading to the
misclassification of asthma. However, in a
sensitivity analysis for nonusers of ICSs or
bronchodilators, the results for risk of
mortality and development of AFL were not
appreciably different from those in the main
analyses. Second, approximately 10% of
the study population was excluded from the
mortality analysis and the analysis for the
transition of lung function categories because
of the absence of spirometry data at baseline
and during the follow-up period,
respectively. The participants excluded from
the mortality analysis were older and had
higher serumNT-proBNP (Table E1), and
the participants excluded from the analysis
for the transition of lung function categories
had higher frequencies of bronchodilator
users, PRISm, and AFL GOLD 2–4 at
baseline (Table E7) than those included in
the respective analyses. These selection biases
may have affected the magnitude of the
association between PRISm and the risks of
death and the development of AFL to some
extent, but we believe that they would not
have changed our findings substantially.
Third, the number of cause-specific deaths,
especially respiratory disease deaths, and the
length of the follow-up period were
insufficient, so there is a possibility that our
evaluation of the association between lung
function categories and cause-specific death
was underpowered.

Fourth, unmeasured risk factors such as
obstructive sleep apnea or pulmonary
hypertension may have influenced the
results. The diffusing capacity of the lung for
carbonmonoxide and total lung volume
were also unmeasured, and lung imaging
modalities such as chest computed
tomography were not included, so we could
not accurately assess the effect of interstitial
lung diseases on PRISm. Finally, the present
study was performed in a single Japanese
population, and thus the generalizability of
the findings to other Japanese ethnic
populations or other Asian populations with
lifestyles different from those of the studied
population is limited. Therefore, our findings
should be validated in other populations.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the present study
demonstrated that participants with PRISm,
as well as participants with AFL GOLD 2–4,
had significantly higher risk of all-cause
death and cardiovascular death than those
with normal spirometry. PRISm was also
significantly associated with higher risk of
developing AFL. These excess risks of death
and the development of AFL were especially
prominent in participants with a current
smoking habit. These results suggest the
importance of recognizing PRISm, a
previously undiagnosed or neglected lung
function category, in the clinical setting, and
they also reaffirm the importance of smoking
cessation. Further epidemiological studies
will be required to elucidate the prognosis of
individuals with a PRISm functional
pattern in terms of both survival and lung
function.�
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Supplementary table E1. Baseline characteristics of the study participants excluded from the 
mortality analysis due to the lack of spirometry data at baseline 

Characteristics 
Included 

participants 
(n=3,032) 

Excluded 
participants 

(n=358) 

 
p value c) 

Age (years) 63.0 (12.2) 80.6 (10.8) < 0.001* 
Men (%) 44.2 31.8 < 0.001* 
Height (cm) 158.2 (9.3) 150.0 (10.2) < 0.001* 
BMI (kg/m2) 23.2 (3.5) 21.5 (4.0) < 0.001* 

≥25.0 kg/m2 (%) 26.7 18.4 < 0.001* 
<18.5 kg/m2 (%) 7.0 23.5 < 0.001* 

Hypertension (%) 51.8 75.1 < 0.001* 
Systolic blood pressure (mmHg) 130 (19) 141 (25) < 0.001* 
Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg) 77 (11) 77 (13) 0.60 
Antihypertensive agents (%) 36.3 53.6 < 0.001* 

Dyslipidemia (%) 53.1 50.3 0.32 
Serum total cholesterol (mmol/L) 5.23 (0.94) 4.98 (1.02) < 0.001* 
Serum HDL cholesterol (mmol/L) 1.67 (0.45) 1.59 (0.48) 0.001* 
Lipid-modifying agents (%) 23.0 25.4 0.31 

Diabetes mellitus (%) 17.7 18.4 0.73 
Hemoglobin A1c (%) 5.8 (0.7) 5.7 (0.6) 0.045* 
Glucose-lowering agents (%) 9.4 11.2 0.29 

Kidney dysfunction (%) 16.3 41.0 < 0.001* 
eGFR, (mL/min/1.73m2) 71.9 (13.3) 59.6 (16.9) < 0.001* 

ECG abnormalities (%) 12.1 22.0 < 0.001* 
History of cardiovascular disease (%) 5.5 21.8 < 0.001* 
History of cancer (%) 8.8 19.0 < 0.001* 
Smoking status    

Current (%) 16.6 10.1 0.002* 
Former (%) 28.0 27.0 0.70 
Never (%) 55.4 62.8 0.008* 

Pack-years a) 29 (15–44) 32 (17–52) 0.08 
Current drinking (%) 50.3 20.6 < 0.001* 
Regular exercise (%) 15.1 3.9 < 0.001* 
Bronchodilators (%) 2.6 5.0 0.01* 
Inhaled corticosteroids (%) 1.9 2.0 0.99 
Serum NT-proBNP ≥300 pg/mL (%) 4.6 34.7 < 0.001* 
Serum NT-proBNP (pg/mL) b) 49 (28–91) 178 (87–493) < 0.001* 

Abbreviations: AFL, airflow limitation; PRISm, preserved ratio impaired spirometry; GOLD, 
Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease; BMI, body mass index; HDL, high-
density lipoprotein; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; ECG, electrocardiogram; 
NT-proBNP, serum N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide. 
Numbers of participants with missing data were as follows: 2 for serum HDL cholesterol; 11 
for hemoglobin A1c; 9 for kidney dysfunction and eGFR; 21 for ECG abnormalities; 5 for 
history of cancer; 3 for smoking status; 29 for pack-years; 3 for current drinking; 3 for regular 
exercise; 1 for bronchodilators and inhaled corticosteroids; and 15 for serum NT-proBNP and 
serum NT-proBNP ≥300 pg/mL. 
Data are presented as the mean values (standard deviation) or percentages. 
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a) The values are shown as median values (interquartile range) of pack-years calculated in 
only current or former smokers. 

b) The values are shown as median values (interquartile range) of serum NT-proBNP. 
c) The asterisks are added after the p-values for the variables with significant differences 

(i.e., p<0.05) between the eligible and excluded populations 
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Supplementary table E2. The risks of all-cause and cause-specific death according to baseline 
lung function categories defined by the lower limit of normal criterion 

Abbreviations: AFL, airflow limitation; PRISm, preserved ratio impaired spirometry; GOLD, 
Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease; CI, confidence interval. 
Model 1: adjusted for age, sex, current smoking, pack-years, and body mass index. 

Lung 
function 
categories 

No. of 
deaths/ 

participants 

Crude 
incidence 

rate  
(per 103 
person-
years) 

Hazard ratio (95%CI) 

Age- and sex-
adjusted Model 1 Model 2 

All-cause death 
Normal  
spirometry 67/2195 5.9 1.00  

(Reference) 
1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 29/334 17.1 1.87 
(1.20 to 2.90)* 

1.78 
(1.14 to 2.77)* 

1.65 
(1.05 to 2.59)* 

AFL  
GOLD 1 6/229 5.1 0.88 

(0.38 to 2.04) 
0.85 
(0.37 to 1.95) 

0.87 
(0.37 to 2.01) 

AFL  
GOLD 2–4 29/274 21.2 2.16 

(1.38 to 3.38)* 
1.95 
(1.23 to 3.09)* 

1.82 
(1.14 to 2.91)* 

Cardiovascular death 
Normal  
spirometry 7/2195 0.6 1.00  

(Reference) 
1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 6/334 3.5 3.57 
(1.19 to 10.70)* 

3.15 
(1.03 to 9.59)* 

2.33 
(0.76 to 7.14) 

AFL  
GOLD 1 1/229 0.8 1.44 

(0.18 to 11.72) 
1.46  
(0.18 to 11.91) 

1.22  
(0.14 to 10.27) 

AFL  
GOLD 2–4 8/274 5.8 5.69  

(1.99 to 16.28)* 
5.19  
(1.76 to 15.33)* 

4.21  
(1.43 to 12.42)* 

Cancer death 
Normal 
spirometry 41/2195 3.6 1.00  

(Reference) 
1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 11/334 6.5 1.18  
(0.60 to 2.31) 

1.04  
(0.53 to 2.05) 

1.01  
(0.50 to 2.02) 

AFL  
GOLD 1 3/229 2.5 0.72 

(0.22 to 2.33) 
0.72  
(0.22 to 2.34) 

0.76  
(0.23 to 2.48) 

AFL  
GOLD 2–4 12/274 8.7 1.51  

(0.78 to 2.91) 
1.39  
(0.71 to 2.71) 

1.33  
(0.67 to 2.63) 

Respiratory disease death 
Normal  
spirometry 5/2195 0.4 1.00  

(Reference) 
1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 2/334 1.2 1.37  
(0.26 to 7.11) 

1.96  
(0.37 to 10.36) 

1.74  
(0.31 to 9.77) 

AFL  
GOLD 1 0/229 0 - - - 

AFL  
GOLD 2–4 3/274 2.2 2.33  

(0.53 to 10.22) 
1.69  
(0.36 to 8.05) 

1.34  
(0.26 to 6.85) 
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Model 2: adjusted for the covariates in Model 1+ hypertension, diabetes mellitus, 
dyslipidemia, electrocardiogram abnormalities, history of cardiovascular diseases, history of 
cancer, current drinking, and regular exercise. 
*p<0.05 vs. normal spirometry at baseline. 
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Supplementary table E3. The risks of all-cause and cause-specific death according to lung 
function categories at baseline after adjusting for smoking status as never, former, and current 
smoking 

Abbreviations: AFL, airflow limitation; PRISm, preserved ratio impaired spirometry; GOLD, 
Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease; CI, confidence interval. 
Model 1: adjusted for age, sex, current smoking, past smoker, and body mass index. 

Lung 
function 
categories 

No. of 
deaths/ 

participants 

Crude 
incidence 

rate  
(per 103 
person-
years) 

Hazard ratio (95%CI) 

Age- and sex-
adjusted Model 1 Model 2 

All-cause death 
Normal 
spirometry 60/2208 5.2 1.00  

(Reference) 
1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 23/301 15.0 2.30  
(1.42 to 3.72)* 

2.22  
(1.36 to 3.62)* 

2.04  
(1.24 to 3.36)* 

AFL  
GOLD 1 13/216 11.7 1.05  

(0.57 to 1.94) 
1.01  
(0.55 to 1.85) 

1.00  
(0.54 to 1.85) 

AFL  
GOLD 2–4 35/307 22.8 1.88  

(1.21 to 2.93)* 
1.73  
(1.11 to 2.70)* 

1.59  
(1.01 to 2.50)* 

Cardiovascular death 
Normal 
spirometry 5/2208 0.4 1.00  

(Reference) 
1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 4/301 2.6 4.72  
(1.27 to 17.60)* 

4.18  
(1.10 to 15.83)* 

3.18  
(0.83 to 12.17) 

AFL  
GOLD 1 3/216 2.7 2.93  

(0.68 to 12.51) 
2.96  
(0.69 to 12.69) 

2.77  
(0.64 to 11.98) 

AFL  
GOLD 2–4 10/307 6.5 6.60  

(2.13 to 20.47)* 
6.38  
(2.02 to 20.12)* 

5.00  
(1.54 to 16.25)* 

Cancer death 
Normal 
spirometry 37/2208 3.2 1.00  

(Reference) 
1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 8/301 5.2 1.30  
(0.60 to 2.80) 

1.14  
(0.52 to 2.47) 

1.15  
(0.53 to 2.53) 

AFL  
GOLD 1 7/216 6.3 0.97  

(0.43 to 2.20) 
0.94  
(0.41 to 2.14) 

0.97  
(0.42 to 2.22) 

AFL  
GOLD 2–4 15/307 9.8 1.39  

(0.74 to 2.61) 
1.26  
(0.67 to 2.39) 

1.17  
(0.61 to 2.24) 

Respiratory disease death 
Normal 
spirometry 5/2208 0.4 1.00  

(Reference) 
1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 2/301 1.3 2.18  
(0.42 to 11.26) 

4.29  
(0.77 to 24.06) 

3.55  
(0.57 to 22.18) 

AFL  
GOLD 1 0/216 0 - - - 

AFL  
GOLD 2–4 3/307 2.0 1.23  

(0.28 to 5.48) 
1.06  
(0.23 to 4.82) 

0.96  
(0.20 to 4.63) 
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Model 2: adjusted for the covariates in Model 1+ hypertension, diabetes mellitus, 
dyslipidemia, electrocardiogram abnormalities, history of cardiovascular diseases, history of 
cancer, current drinking, and regular exercise. 
*p<0.05 vs. normal spirometry at baseline.  
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Supplementary table E4. The risks of all-cause and cause-specific death according to baseline 
lung function categories after adjusting for age and age-squared adjusted models 

Abbreviations: AFL, airflow limitation; PRISm, preserved ratio impaired spirometry; GOLD, 
Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease; CI, confidence interval. 
Model 1: adjusted for age, age2, sex, current smoking, pack-years, and body mass index. 

Lung 
function 
categories 

No. of 
deaths/ 

participants 

Crude 
incidence 

rate  
(per 103 
person-
years) 

Hazard ratio (95%CI) 

Age- and sex-
adjusted Model 1 Model 2 

All-cause death 
Normal 
spirometry 60/2208 5.2 1.00  

(Reference) 
1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 23/301 15.0 2.09  
(1.29 to 3.40)* 

1.97  
(1.21 to 3.23)* 

1.82  
(1.10 to 3.01)* 

AFL  
GOLD 1 13/216 11.7 1.04  

(0.56 to 1.91) 
1.01  
(0.55 to 1.86) 

0.99  
(0.54 to 1.84) 

AFL  
GOLD 2–4 35/307 22.8 1.84  

(1.18 to 2.85)* 
1.64  
(1.04 to 2.56)* 

1.58  
(1.01 to 2.49)* 

Cardiovascular death 
Normal 
spirometry 5/2208 0.4 1.00  

(Reference) 
1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 4/301 2.6 4.15  
(1.11 to 15.58)* 

3.48  
(0.91 to 13.32) 

2.65  
(0.69 to 10.26) 

AFL  
GOLD 1 3/216 2.7 2.75  

(0.64 to 11.75) 
2.79  
(0.65 to 11.94) 

2.68  
(0.62 to 11.57) 

AFL  
GOLD 2–4 10/307 6.5 6.16  

(2.00 to 18.97)* 
5.53  
(1.75 to 17.45)* 

4.53  
(1.44 to 14.20)* 

Cancer death 
Normal 
spirometry 37/2208 3.2 1.00  

(Reference) 
1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 8/301 5.2 1.28  
(0.60 to 2.76) 

1.10  
(0.50 to 2.39) 

1.11  
(0.50 to 2.45) 

AFL  
GOLD 1 7/216 6.3 0.99  

(0.44 to 2.26) 
0.98  
(0.43 to 2.23) 

1.00  
(0.44 to 2.30) 

AFL  
GOLD 2–4 15/307 9.8 1.40  

(0.75 to 2.63) 
1.27  
(0.67 to 2.42) 

1.20  
(0.63 to 2.30) 

Respiratory disease death 
Normal 
spirometry 5/2208 0.4 1.00  

(Reference) 
1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 2/301 1.3 1.77  
(0.33 to 9.52) 

4.18  
(0.69 to 25.23) 

3.78  
(0.58 to 24.69) 

AFL  
GOLD 1 0/216 0 - - - 

AFL  
GOLD 2–4 3/307 2.0 0.99  

(0.23 to 4.35) 
0.81  
(0.18 to 3.59) 

0.73  
(0.15 to 3.52) 
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Model 2: adjusted for the covariates in Model 1+ hypertension, diabetes mellitus, 
dyslipidemia, electrocardiogram abnormalities, history of cardiovascular diseases, history of 
cancer, current drinking, and regular exercise. 
*p<0.05 vs. normal spirometry at baseline. 
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Supplementary table E5. Sensitivity analyses of the association between baseline lung 
function categories and the multivariable-adjusted risks of all-cause death among several 
subgroups of the study participants 

Lung 
function 
categories 

No. of 
deaths/ 

participants 

Crude 
incidence 

rate  
(per 103 
person-
years) 

Hazard ratio (95%CI) 

Age- and sex-
adjusted Model 1 Model 2 

Analysis for nonusers of bronchodilators 
Normal 
spirometry 

58/2189 5.1 1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 23/297 15.2 2.40  
(1.48 to 3.89)* 

2.25  
(1.37 to 3.67)* 

2.05  
(1.24 to 3.39)* 

AFL  
GOLD 1 

13/202 12.5 1.18  
(0.64 to 2.17) 

1.14  
(0.62 to 2.11) 

1.16  
(0.63 to 2.14) 

AFL  
GOLD 2-4 

30/263 22.9 2.02  
(1.27 to 3.20)* 

1.86  
(1.16 to 2.97)* 

1.71  
(1.06 to 2.75)* 

Analysis for nonusers of inhaled corticosteroids 
Normal 
spirometry 

59/2196 5.2 1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 23/297 15.2 2.36  
(1.46 to 3.82)* 

2.24  
(1.37 to 3.66)* 

2.06  
(1.25 to 3.39)* 

AFL  
GOLD 1 

13/208 12.1 1.09  
(0.59 to 2.01) 

1.05  
(0.57 to 1.94) 

1.05  
(0.57 to 1.93) 

AFL  
GOLD 2-4 

32/271 23.8 2.03  
(1.29 to 3.20)* 

1.84  
(1.16 to 2.91)* 

1.68  
(1.05 to 2.69)* 

Analysis for participants with a serum NT-proBNP level <300 pg/mL 
Normal 
spirometry 

45/2134 4.1 1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 17/278 12.0 2.48  
(1.42 to 4.34)* 

2.29  
(1.29 to 4.04)* 

2.30  
(1.29 to 4.12)* 

AFL  
GOLD 1 

11/202 10.6 1.30  
(0.66 to 2.54) 

1.30  
(0.66 to 2.55) 

1.37  
(0.70 to 2.69) 

AFL  
GOLD 2-4 

29/275 21.0 2.44  
(1.49 to 3.99)* 

2.33  
(1.41 to 3.85)* 

2.30  
(1.39 to 3.83)* 

Analysis for participants without kidney dysfunction 
Normal 
spirometry 

37/1914 3.7 1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 13/238 10.7 2.30  
(1.22 to 4.33)* 

2.17  
(1.14 to 4.13)* 

2.18  
(1.13 to 4.23)* 

AFL  
GOLD 1 

6/156 7.4 1.01  
(0.42 to 2.41) 

0.95  
(0.39 to 2.28) 

1.03  
(0.43 to 2.49) 

AFL  
GOLD 2-4 

20/229 17.3 2.33  
(1.31 to 4.11)* 

2.12  
(1.18 to 3.82)* 

2.16  
(1.19 to 3.91)* 

Abbreviations: PRISm, preserved ratio impaired spirometry; AFL, airflow limitation; GOLD, 
Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease; CI, confidence interval; NT-proBNP, 
N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide. 
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Model 1: adjusted for age, sex, current smoking, pack-years, and body mass index. 
Model 2: adjusted for the covariates in Model 1+ hypertension, diabetes mellitus, 
dyslipidemia, electrocardiogram abnormalities, history of cardiovascular diseases, history of 
cancer, current drinking and regular exercise. 
*p<0.05 vs. normal spirometry at baseline. 
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Supplementary table E6. Number and frequencies of cause of death among baseline lung 
function categories 

Cause of death 
(ICD10 code) 

Normal 
spirometry 

(n=60) 
n (%) 

PRISm 
(n=23) 
n (%) 

AFL 
GOLD 1 
(n=13) 
n (%) 

AFL 
GOLD 2–4 

(n=35) 
n (%) 

Certain infectious 
 and parasitic diseases 
 (A00–B99) 

0 (0.0%) 2 (8.7%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (2.9%) 

Neoplasms 
 (C00–D48) 38 (63.3%) 8 (34.8%) 7 (53.8%) 16 (45.7%) 

Lung cancer 
(C33-C34.9) 9 (15.0%) 2 (8.7%) 4 (30.8%) 3 (8.6%) 

Endocrine, nutritional 
 and metabolic diseases 
 (E00–E99) 

1 (1.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

Diseases of the circulatory system 
 (I00–I99) 5 (8.3%) 4 (17.4%) 3 (23.1%) 10 (28.6%) 

Diseases of the respiratory system 
 (J00–J99) 5 (8.3%) 2 (8.7%) 0 (0.0%) 3 (8.6%) 

Diseases of the digestive system 
 (K00–K93) 2 (3.3%) 3 (13.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (2.9%) 

Diseases of the skin 
 and subcutaneous tissue 
 (L00–L99) 

1 (1.7%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (7.7%) 0 (0.0%) 

Diseases of the genitourinary 
system 
(N00–N99) 

0 (0.0%) 1 (4.3%) 1 (7.7%) 2 (5.7%) 

Symptoms, signs and abnormal 
clinical and laboratory findings,  
not elsewhere classified 
 (R00–R99) 

2 (3.3%) 1 (4.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

Injury, poisoning and certain other 
consequences of external causes 
 (S00–T98) 

3 (5.0%) 1 (4.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 

External causes of morbidity 
 and mortality 
 (V01–Y98) 

3 (5.0%) 1 (4.3%) 1 (7.7%) 2 (5.7%) 

Causes of death are from the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related 
Health Problems (ICD), 10th revision. 
Abbreviations: PRISm, preserved ratio impaired spirometry; AFL, airflow limitation; GOLD, 
global initiative for obstructive lung disease. 
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Supplementary table E7. Baseline characteristics of the study participants excluded from the 
analysis for the transition of lung function categories due to the lack of spirometry data during 
the follow-up periods 

Characteristics 
Included 

participants 
(n=2,681) 

Excluded 
participants 

(n=351) 

 
p-value c) 

Age (years) 62.5 (11.8) 66.6 (14.7) < 0.001* 
Men (%) 43.5 49.9 0.02* 
Height (cm) 158.4 (9.1) 157.1 (10.6) 0.02* 
BMI (kg/m2) 23.2 (3.5) 23.1 (3.5) 0.51 

≥25.0 kg/m2 (%) 26.9 25.4 0.53 
<18.5 kg/m2 (%) 6.9 7.7 0.58 

Hypertension (%) 50.7 59.8 0.001* 
Systolic blood pressure (mmHg) 129 (18) 133 (21) < 0.001* 
Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg) 77 (11) 77 (12) 1.00 
Antihypertensive agents (%) 35.5 42.7 0.008* 

Dyslipidemia (%) 53.0 53.8 0.76 
Serum total cholesterol (mmol/L) 5.26 (0.92) 5.06 (1.06) < 0.001* 
Serum HDL cholesterol (mmol/L) 1.68 (0.44) 1.64 (0.48) 0.12 
Lipid-modifying agents (%) 22.7 25.6 0.22 

Diabetes mellitus (%) 16.8 24.5 < 0.001* 
Hemoglobin A1c (%) 5.7 (0.7) 5.8 (0.7) 0.046* 
Glucose-lowering agents (%) 8.7 15.4 < 0.001* 

Kidney dysfunction (%) 15.5 22.8 < 0.001* 
eGFR, (mL/min/1.73m2) 72.2 (12.8) 69.1 (16.2) < 0.001* 

ECG abnormalities (%) 11.9 14.0 0.24 
History of cardiovascular disease (%) 4.6 12.8 < 0.001* 
History of cancer (%) 8.5 11.1 0.11 
Smoking status    

Current (%) 15.7 23.1 < 0.001* 
Former (%) 27.6 31.3 0.14 
Never (%) 56.7 45.6 < 0.001* 

Pack-years a) 29 (15-44) 31 (17-45) 0.40 
Current drinking (%) 51.4 41.9 < 0.001* 
Regular exercise (%) 15.6 10.8 0.02* 
Bronchodilators (%) 2.4 4.3 0.04* 
Inhaled corticosteroids (%) 1.8 3.1 0.09 
Serum NT-proBNP ≥300 pg/mL (%) 3.8 11.1 < 0.001* 
Serum NT-proBNP (pg/mL) b) 47 (28-85) 69 (32-134) < 0.001* 
Lung function category at baseline (%)    

Normal spirometry 74.6 59.5 < 0.001* 
PRISm 9.4 14.2 0.004* 
AFL GOLD 1  7.0 7.7 0.66 
AFL GOLD 2–4  9.0 18.5 < 0.001* 

Death within 1 year (%) - 3.1 - 
Abbreviations: AFL, airflow limitation; PRISm, preserved ratio impaired spirometry; GOLD, 
Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease; BMI, body mass index; HDL, high-
density lipoprotein; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; ECG, electrocardiogram; NT-
proBNP, serum N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide. 
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Numbers of participants with missing data were as follows: 2 in serum HDL cholesterol; 1 in 
hemoglobin A1c; 4 in ECG abnormalities; 11 in pack-years; 1 in regular exercise; 1 in 
bronchodilators; 1 in inhaled corticosteroids; and 3 in serum NT-proBNP and serum NT-
proBNP ≥300 pg/mL. 
Data are presented as the mean values (standard deviation) or percentages. 
a) The values are shown as median values (interquartile range) of pack-years calculated in 

only current or former smokers. 
b) The values are shown as median values (interquartile range) of serum NT-proBNP. 
c) The asterisks are added after the p-values for the variables with significant differences (i.e., 

p<0.05) between the eligible and excluded populations. 
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Supplementary table E8. Baseline characteristics of the study participants for the analysis of 
the development of airflow limitation between participants with normal spirometry and PRISm 
at baseline. 

Characteristics 
Normal  

spirometry 
(n=1999) 

PRISm 
(n=251) p valuec)  

Age (years) 61.0 (11.6) 64.0 (11.2) < 0.001* 
Men (%) 40.8 40.6 0.97 
Height (cm) 158.6 (9.2) 156.6 (9.2) < 0.001* 
BMI (kg/m2) 23.2 (3.4) 24.2 (4.1) < 0.001* 

≥25.0 kg/m2 (%) 26.7 40.2 < 0.001* 
<18.5 kg/m2 (%) 6.6 6.4 0.91 

Hypertension (%) 47.3 64.9 < 0.001* 
Systolic blood pressure (mmHg) 128 (18) 133 (19) < 0.001* 
Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg) 77 (11) 77 (12) 0.40 
Antihypertensive agents (%) 32.2 46.2 < 0.001* 

Dyslipidemia (%) 52.8 62.2 0.005* 

Serum total cholesterol (mmol/L) 5.29 (0.91) 5.28 (1.02) 0.94 
Serum HDL cholesterol (mmol/L) 1.68 (0.44) 1.64 (0.41) 0.10 
Lipid-modifying agents (%) 21.1 30.7 < 0.001* 

Diabetes mellitus (%) 14.8 25.9 < 0.001* 
Hemoglobin A1c (%) 5.7 (0.7) 6.0 (0.8) < 0.001* 
Glucose-lowering agents (%) 7.8 15.9 < 0.001* 

Kidney dysfunction (%) 12.8 18.7 0.01* 
eGFR, (mL/min/1.73m2) 73.5 (12.2) 71.4 (13.6) 0.01* 

ECG abnormalities (%) 10.1 17.1 < 0.001* 
History of cardiovascular disease (%) 3.3 8.8 < 0.001* 
History of cancer (%) 7.7 8.8 0.53 
Smoking status    

Current (%) 14.1 15.5 0.54 
Former (%) 25.9 25.5 0.89 
Never (%) 60.0 59.0 0.76 
Pack-years a) 25 (14–41) 37 (21–47) < 0.001* 

Current drinking (%) 52.0 48.6 0.31 
Regular exercise (%) 15.3 15.5 0.93 
Bronchodilators (%) 0.7 1.6 0.12 
Inhaled corticosteroids (%) 0.5 1.6 0.02* 
Serum NT-proBNP ≥300 pg/mL (%) 2.5 6.0 0.003* 
Serum NT-proBNP (pg/mL) b) 44 (27–77) 54 (30–106) < 0.001* 
FEV1 (L) 2.40 (0.61) 1.73 (0.43) < 0.001* 
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FEV1/FVC (%) 78.0 (4.7) 75.4 (4.1) < 0.001* 
FEV1% predicted (%) 97.4 (10.4) 73.3 (6.4) < 0.001* 
FVC (L) 3.08 (0.77) 2.30 (0.58) < 0.001* 
FVC% predicted (%) 99.1 (10.6) 76.9 (7.8) < 0.001* 

Abbreviations: AFL, airflow limitation; PRISm, preserved ratio impaired spirometry; GOLD, 
Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease; BMI, body mass index; HDL, high-
density lipoprotein; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; ECG, electrocardiogram; NT-
proBNP, serum N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 
one second; FVC, forced vital capacity. 
Numbers of participants with missing data were as follows: 2 for serum HDL cholesterol; 1 
for regular exercise; 2 for ECG abnormalities; 8 for pack-years; and 2 for serum NT-proBNP 
and serum NT-proBNP ≥300 pg/mL. 
Data are presented as the mean values (standard deviation) or percentages. 
a) The values are shown as median values (interquartile range) of pack-years calculated in 

only current or former smokers. 
b) The values are shown as median values (interquartile range) of serum NT-proBNP. 
c) The asterisks are added after the p-values for the variables with significant differences 

(i.e., p<0.05) between the eligible and excluded populations. 
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Supplementary table E9. Sensitivity analyses for the risk of the development of airflow 
limitation in participants with PRISm at baseline against those with normal spirometry at 
baseline 

Lung function 
categories 

No. of events/ 
participants 

Hazard ratio (95%CI) 
Age- and sex-

adjusted Model 1 Model 2 

Analysis using the lower limit of normal threshold of FEV1/FVC as the criterion for 
AFL 

Normal 
spirometry 99/1987 1.00  

(Reference) 
1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 46/273 3.51  
(2.45 to 5.01)* 

3.30  
(2.30 to 4.72)* 

1.90  
(1.31 to 2.76)* 

Analysis with AFL onset defined as the first time that FEV1/FVC of <0.70 was observed 
two or more times on spirometry examinations during the follow-up period 

Normal 
spirometry 64/1785 1.00  

(Reference) 
1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 33/222 3.98  
(2.61 to 6.07)* 

3.75  
(2.43 to 5.76)* 

2.83  
(1.82 to 4.40)* 

Analysis using a method proposed by Fine and Gray treating all-cause death as a 
competing event 

Normal 
spirometry 155/1999 1.00  

(Reference) 
1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 63/251 3.22  
(2.42 to 4.27)* 

3.04  
(2.28 to 4.05)* 

2.30  
(1.74 to 3.03)* 

Analysis for nonusers of bronchodilators 
Normal  
spirometry 152/1986 1.00  

(Reference) 
1.00  
(Reference) 

1.00  
(Reference) 

PRISm 61/247 3.33  
(2.47 to 4.49)* 

3.15  
(2.33 to 4.26)* 

2.54  
(1.87 to 3.46)* 

Analysis for nonusers of inhaled corticosteroids 
Normal  
spirometry 153/1991 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 

PRISm 61/247 3.31  
(2.45 to 4.46)* 

3.12  
(2.31 to 4.22)* 

2.44  
(1.79 to 3.33)* 

Analysis for participants with a serum NT-proBNP level <300 pg/mL 
Normal  
spirometry 147/1947 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 

PRISm 54/236 3.14  
(2.30 to 4.29)* 

2.93  
(2.13 to 4.03)* 

2.27  
(1.64 to 3.14)* 

Analysis for participants without kidney dysfunction 
Normal  
spirometry 129/1743 1.00  

(Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 1.00 (Reference) 

PRISm 51/204 3.50  
(2.52 to 4.85)* 

3.25  
(2.33 to 4.52)* 

2.51  
(1.78 to 3.52)* 

Abbreviations: AFL, airflow limitation; PRISm, preserved ratio impaired spirometry; CI, 
confidence interval; NT-proBNP, serum N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide. 
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Model 1: adjusted for age, sex, current smoking and pack-years. 
Model 2: adjusted for the covariates in Model 1 + body mass index, hypertension, diabetes 
mellitus, dyslipidemia, current drinking, regular exercise, and forced expiratory volume in 1 
second as a percent of forced vital capacity at baseline. 
*p<0.05. 
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Supplementary figure legends 

Supplementary figure E1. Flowchart of participants 

Supplementary figure E2. The combined influence of PRISm at baseline and ever 

smoking on the risk of all-cause death (A) and the development of airflow limitation (B)  

PRISm: preserved ratio impaired spirometry. 

The hazard ratio of all-cause death (A) was estimated in 2,509 participants without airflow 

limitation at baseline and adjusted for age, sex, body mass index, hypertension, diabetes 

mellitus, dyslipidemia, electrocardiogram abnormalities, history of cardiovascular disease, 

history of cancer, alcohol intake and regular exercise.  

The hazard ratio of the development of airflow limitation (B) was estimated in 2,250 

participants with normal spirometry or PRISm at baseline and adjusted for age, sex, body 

mass index, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, dyslipidemia, current drinking, regular exercise, 

and forced expiratory volume in one second as a percent of forced vital capacity at baseline.  

*p<0.05 vs. the reference group (never smokers and participants with normal spirometry at 

baseline). 
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